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Elizabeth Bishop's struggle with a sense of
division . within and without; her life-long
effort to acknowledge, explore and hold the
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immense paradoxes of iife and death; and her
preference for the ambiguous, equivocal and
conditional (thus keeping absolutes at bay),
serve us well in times like these, in light of
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uting editor, with the addition

rrrrrt
and

of

Ross

Leckie, whom we welcome aboard. (Ross is
a poet, editor of The Fiddlehead, and a professor of literature and creative writing at

UNB). Production matters are also in transition, moving from the Nova Scotia Agricultural College to, we hope, Saint Mary's University. However, the logistical details are
still being finalized. It is the intention of the
editors to change the format of the Newsletter. This issue's format changes are condition, and are still under discussion. The

have felt spiit between a sense that daily life
and our usual preoccupations have become

c'dings
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generates quintessential turbulence . chaotic
form. Her art succeeds so well in this effort
in part because as a person Bishop actively
and humanely engaged inner and outer
worlds, engaged with the "human situation" (her phrase), the interconnection between joy and sorrow.

Like many people in recent weeks, I
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This issue of the EBSNS Newsletter is
transitionai. The editoriai baton is being
passed from the capable hands of Peter
Sanger to the co-editorship of Brian Bartlett
and Sandra Barry, both of Halifax. Jeffery
Donaldson of Hamilton remains as a contrib-

the tragic events of September 1 1 , 2001.
Bishop was a master of complexity. Her art
succeeds in bringing together the vivid par-
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outer) loses cohesion.
It is through art of any form that humanity journeys paradox. In times like these art
becomes even more necessary because art is
essential communication . and there is a
real danger in the world right now that we
will cease to communicate genuinely with
each other. Bishop's art "behooves the soul"
to continue the journey.

"Sandpiper"

t
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do we carry on when the world (inner

The world is a mist. And then the world is
minute and vast and clear.
Elizabeth Bishop
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trivial and a need to hold onto those very
habits and quotidian realms to keep from
"falling off i the round, turning world / in to
cold, blue-black space." Emerging as it did
from Bishop's experiences of World War I
and the mental iliness of her mother, "In the

Spring 2002 issue will inaugurate permanent
changes. The editors welcome suggestions
for both content and form.
This issue has received substantial assis-

Waiting Room" is an expression of .this kind
of split which, when we read it now, speaks
to the very struggle we are engaged in: how

tance from Ann Marie Duggan, Brian
Robinson and Cheryl Byrne. The editors extend heartfelt thanks for their contributions.

EBSNS Membershi
The EBSNS was formed in 1994 to celebrate the life and work of the
poet Elizabeth Bishop. It publishes a bi-annual newsletter. In 1996, it
also published ELZABETH BISHOP: AN ARCHIVAL GUIDE TO
HER LIFE IN NOVA SCOTIA, documenting Bishop and Bishop-related
records in Nova Scotia. The EBSNS contributed to the purchase of an
extensive family archive, which documents Bishop's Nova Scotia childhood and is housed at Acadia University Archives, Wolfville, N.S. The
EBSNS holds its AGM in Great Village in early Ji.rne. The EBSNS seeks
through its various activities to reclaim Elizabeth Bishop as a Nova
Scotia writer, thus enriching our literary and cultural heritage.

To become a member of the EBSNS please write to the
address below and

bership

we'll

send our brochure containing a mem-

form" Annual dues are $8.00 or $20.00 (CAD) for

three years.

Annual dues entitle you to two issues of the newsletter and
all other privileges of membership.
,
Elizabeth Bishop Society of Nova Scotia
P.O. Box 138
Great Village, Nova Scotia
BOM 1L0 Canada
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EBSNS

Great Village Legion on Saturday, June
9,2001, at 2:00 p.m. The business was
conducted b.v President Brian Robinson.
Minutes of the 2000 AGM were read by
out-going Secretary Terrl' White and approved. Treasurer Angus Chisholm reported in detail on the financial status of
the society. As of June 2001, the EBSNS

EBSNS
ANISUAL
GEISERAL
N4tEET I}sG

bank account had a balance of almost
$1,700.00. The Treasurer's Repon was
approved.

The President's Report provided
a summary of the past yeal.' s events and
activities and thanked Peter Sanger for
his editorship of the Newsletter. The
Nominating Committee report was given
by Peter Sanger. The Executive and
Board nominations were approved.

Before
adj ournni::.
\leredith
Layton offered thank-r o:
of the
EBSNS to Peter Sanger fo: :is rerrn as
editor of the Newsletter. Perer ret-lected
on his editorship, pledged hr. cr-rniinued
participation in all societl, actir i:ies and
offered some good advice to the incoming Newsletter editor (see "The Sanger
Years").
The AGM was adjourned, and the
gathering was treated to a lively presentation, "The Road to Londonderry." (beiow)

Following the presentation, a delicious refreshment was served. Anyone
who has attended EBSNS events in
Great Village will agree that the hospi-

tality is second to none. And

the

EBSNS wishes to thank the Board members who so regularly organize this part
of our meetings and events, which always bring them to such a pleasant and

EBSNS Executive:
President: Brian Robinson
Vice-President: Donna Smyth
Secretary: Sandra Barr,v
Treasurer: Angus Chisholm

memorable close.

During the reception, producer Don
Duchene of Nexus Media, Inc., Chester,

EBSNS Board:
Brian Bartlett

Lois Bray

Arthur

Ann Marie Duggan

Chisholm

Joy Graham
Ruth Peppard
Deborah

Stiles

Meredith Layton
Peter Sanger
Paul Tingley

NS, demonstrated the prototype of a
website: "Ehzabeth Bishop and Nova
Scotia." This website, which is still in
the development stage, can be accessed

through the Nexus Media

website:

http : //www. nexusmedia. ca

Terry White

"Tfra Road

to londondaiiy"

We decided to broaden the AGM presentation this year
and place Bishop and Great Village into a wider historical
and geographical context. Obviously, "The Road to Lon-

donderry" was not entirely inspired by Bishop. As an indus-

trial centre which hadn't survived its nineteenth century
advantages-one of which was Great Village as its pon-it
doesn't seem to have much in common with the Bishop of
"ln the Village." However, its post-industrial garly settlement was part of the colonization of the Minas Basin bv
Ulster folk. Brian Robinson and Padraig O Sadhail gave us

the where of these early trans-Atlantrc lrnks back to the Londonderry of the norlh coast of lreland.
Deborah Strles presented some rnsight into what might
be too easily drsmrssed rn the seeming "ghost town" of
Bishop's epithet. And Sandra Barry provided the literal link
between Londondern "Junction" (as Bishop called it\ and
Great Village rn a reading from Bishop's unpublished remrnrscence "The Proud Vrllagers." lt is hoped that this semr-Brshop
approach i',rl show that there is more to Bishop's ponraral of
the area than "the literal small backwater" of "Poe.-. lr- that
context. the Society was pleased to welcome L:-:l-:3'^,'s
historran. Truman Matheson.

i
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"and while I waited I read"...

its prerogatives and possibilities,

does continually manage

to
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she

advance poetry beyond the

Divisions of the Heart: Elizabeth Bishop and the Art of

point where it has been helping us to enjoy life to that even

Memory and Place

more profoundly verifying point where

(Ed. & Intro. by Gwendolyn Davies, Sandra Barry and

endure it."l

it

helps us also to

Peter Sanger. Published by Gaspereau Press' 2001)
Heaney's words influence me today as

I

sit down to consider

the most recent collection of essays to be published on

by Jonathan Ellis*

Bishop's work, the beautifully presented Divisions

of

the

September rain falls on the house.

Heart: Elizabeth Bishop and the Art of Memory and Place.

In the failing light, the old grandmother

The book's editors, Sandra Barry, Gwendolyn Davies

sits in the kitchen with the child

Peter Sanger, helpfully separate the contributions into two

beside the Little Marvel Stove,

main parts: "PlaceAvlemory" and "The Art of Division." The

reading the jokes from the almanac,

first of these divides represents a biographical approach to
Bishop's writing, the second a more theoretical one, yet as

laughing and talking to hide her tears.
("Sestina")

and

Bany cautions in the preface: "Categories function only

as

suggestive guidelines and the essays in the first section often

As September rain falls on my own house two weeks after

directly engage the essays in the second." One can see this

it is hard not to think of

conversation at work within the body and footnotes of almost

the events

of

September

1

1,

Elizabeth Bishop: particularly as the child

of

"Sestina",

every essay, as noises

off regularly echo and enlarge

each

if the

writer's words. Another kind of dialogue is also in play with

images of Lower Manhattan were shocking, so too were the

Bishop's first critics, many of whom were also her friends.

children's drawings a few days afterwards, rigid buildings

Laura Jehn Menides' piece on Bishop's sense of humour, for

under attack by toy planes, flames falling down like tears.

example, reminds me of Robert Lowell's assessment

These sketches in crayon are to my mind the most eloquent

Complete Poems where he celebrates "a tone of large, grave

continually drawing another "inscrutable house." For

expressions
reaching

language

The

happened. Instead of

tenderness and sorrowing amusement."2 Camille Roman's

of militarism and war

attention "not only to the'said', but also to the'unsaid"'

yet of what actually

for the clumsy

of

of

Manhattan

tacitly acknowledges Octavio Paz's observation that "poetry

actually offer us a more human picture of ragedy with all

is not in what words say but in what is said between them."3

the confusion and detail left in. Bishop's poem, with its

The cross-contamination

favoured

by most

politicians, the kids

of

ideas and phrases bridges the

of loss and

divide between different generations and voices, strengthen-

survival, suggests obvious parallels. Rather than feel sorry

ing the sense of a community of readers behind this project,

for herself, the grandmother reads jokes from the almanac,

"unintemrptedly/ talking in Eternity" like the Grandparents'

hiding her tears with laughter. Watching this scene, the

voices in "The Moose." The chatter of readers responding to

child acts similarly, expressing anxiety while at the

same

poems and stories is one of the most marvelious aspects of

time drawing a line (or should that be "a winding pathway")

this book. Its editors and contributors have wisely rejected the

around it. Art, as Bishop continually insists, can help us to

temptation to repudiate everything that has gone before it.

busy child crayoning

place disaster

in its own

drawing

if never quite control it. To borrow

Heanev's words: "For all her caution

Seamus

Artificial divisions of approach and emphasis are there to be
side-stepped and skipped over, they seem to be saying, prior

Pasc 4
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influences to be accepted and used. The silent presence of

or otherwise. The second strategy of reading might be called

paradoxically make this the freshest of

the 'roaring world approach' through which historical contexts

A diversity of

and questions are more foregrounded, detail sublimated for the

opinions and positions are generously given a seat on the bus.

so-called larger picture. Many monographs of Bishop's work

regardless of whether it is fashionable to do so.

take such a position, from Margaret Dickie's focus on gay po-

Lowell, Paz

and others

volumes on Bishop's work for a good while.

etics to Camille Roman's study of the Cold War, from Ren6e

One of my favourite finds here is a joyous image of Amy

Curry's analysis of race to Sally Bishop Shigley's interest in

Clampitt, friend of one of the book's contributors, Jeffrey

French Feminism.

Donaldson.

In a moving discussion of the literary

rooms

within rooms that lie inside "Sestina". Donaldson sets off on a

My own preference for 'the sandpiper approach' seems to be

very Bishopesque digression:

shared by the book's editors, though there is a deliberate at-

tempt

I

was with the late American poet Amy Clampitt, who came

to visit Hamilton, Ontario, in 1991, and upon arrival, in

to also include practitioners of 'the roaring

world'

school of thought. Of these, Gary Fountain's clever use of

the

postcolonial theory is particularly astute, as is Laura Menides'

drive through town, squealed with delight at seeing an ESSO

aforementioned essay on the tears and laughter underpinning

sign that recalled Bishop's "Filling Station", the sort of sign

Bishop's view of iife.

I was less convinced by Crystal Bacon's

It must have made

focus on "encoded lesbian identity", especially when her argu-

her feel immediately at home here. Clampitt found herself

ment is based on the assumption that because "Insomnia" is

that no longer appears in the United States,

returning geographically

to a place already opened in

her

mind by the poems she had come to love. (p. 140)

"so short, something... seems to be missing." For similar rea-

sons,

I found

Barbara Comins' emphasis

on "the

lesbian

American poet Elizabeth Bishop" (nobody ever inffoduces

I found myself copying Clampitt's

of delight on

sev-

Seamus Heaney as 'the heterosexual Irish poet') too reductive,

eral occasions, surprised at the appearance of critical perspec-

resting as it does on the dubious notion that within every ffope

tives which seemed to have disappeared over the past decade.

of secrecy lies "closely kept lesbian desires." Lesbian readings

By which I mean an aesthetic reading of poems and stories

of Bishop's work, in my opinion, do not

for their own sake rather than for any kind of ideological mes-

on from Adrienne Rich's review of The Complete Poems rn

or subtext. The categories and jargon that have to

1983 when she spoke of poems like "Cootchie" and "Songs for

sage

squeal

some

seem to have moved

extent obscured Bishop's voice are more or less absent from

a Colored Singer" in terms of marginality and outsiderhood.

this book. We are ieft largely alone with the poems, an ex-

Neither Bacon nor Comins shift the debate forward.

perience that makes us, like Clampitt, "feel immediately at

In no order of preference and with due apologies to all

home here."

sandpiper-critics missed out,

At the risk of re-inscribing divisions again, I would like
sketch out some

of the main reading sffategies taken in

to

this

the

I would like at this point

to

draw attention to two or three of the many memorable essays in this book.

book. The first can perhaps be characterised as 'the sandpiper
approach', eyes fixed on the details of the poem to the exclu-

My first is Pcter Sangcr's analysis of Bishop's childhood ex-

sion of much else, no "detail too small" for the reader's exami-

pcricnccs and her inraginativc usc of thcnr: a spark-filled

nation. This is certainly the method favoured.by Bishop her-

piece of wonder,

self, dismissive of the poem as a vehicle of any sort, political

seerrs to take

full of tiny

nu&gets of insight. Sanger

a pan to the bottom of Bishop's

aesthetic,

dredging it for the grains of her Nova Scotian heritagc. Al-

Eljzabcth Bishop Socicrv of Nova
Pase

myths and adult poems breaks down. one exampre
of this is

link Sanger makes between A. A. Milne's "saga,' of
rost
houses in the Hundred Acre wood and Bishop's
own list of
the

lost property

in "one Art." such parailels provoke

further

questions. some trivial, others serious, much
in the spirit
Bishop' s own interrogations.

of

Nt)f55
rScirrrrr-rs
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Lo'do,: Faber a'ci

Faber, I 9S)5, p.1E5.

2Robert

My

second choice is Brian Bartlett's analysis

coasts and shorelines,

relationship

if only for the following

of Bishop,s
iine on her

to other maritime writers: ,'she,s clearly

no

Melville or Conrad." yes, exactly, but why has nobody
ever
said so before? Lorrie Gordensohn's essay
on ',the homeless

eye" in Bishop's paintings is characteristicaily
erudite and
rewarding, though in downgrading the achievement
of these
paintings in her conclusion she somewhat undermines
her
previous argument. Neil Besner's lyric re_reading

of

"Santar6m"

as a poem literally about

language

is

wonderfully unfashionabie and very convincing.
And so the

list

continues: Jeffrey Donaldson's masterclass
in
intertextuality, Sandra Barry's moving and
informed

of archive study, Brian Robinson,s elegant
argument (and drawings too), Michael Happy,s
example

philosophical reach..

.

Art, the sandpiper poets and critics

to bridge the

divisions

seem to

of the heart

subsequently separated again.

tell us, can help

even

if

they are
In our literal and figurative

waiting rooms, outside of which another war
may soon be
on, such lessons are always relevant. This is
a brave and
rewarding book for the best and worst of times.
we do well
to listen to the poet who inspired

it and the poets and readers

who make us return anew to the marvellous tact
and wisdom
of her poems, paintings and stories.

Lowell. ,,On The Complete poems,,, in Lloyd
Schwartz and Sybil p. Estess (eds.), Etizabeth
Bishop

and
Her Art. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan press,
19g3, p.
206.

:rL)ctarrio ['az. "Eljzabcth
I]ishop, or Thc Porvc.r

irr Lloyd Schwartz and S,vbil p.
[jis]tt't]t tuttl Hct. Art. Ann Arbor:
['rcss, 198:3, p. 2l l.

of

Retience.",

Estcss (eds.), Elizabetlt

L'niversity of Michigan

.fonath;'r Elli.s has just recc'tly rccei'ed his cloctorate frorir
the L'nivcrsity of lrr-rlr, England. IIis spccial irtcrest
i.s

or"rslv

the

ob'i-

try of Erizabeth Rishop. Irc atte'cred the r f)g:)
corrfer,rce i' ouro preto, Rrazrr, a'd visited tlrcat
viilase
in thc sal11c )rear.
poe
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Memorv and PlaQe
SaturdaY, October 27*, 2ffi1
2:00 p.m.
Great Village Legion

0

Great Village, N.S.
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To mark the Publication of

U

Memory and Place

fridav, Xovember

1

6th, 2001

4:00-5:30 P.m.
Kirkconnell Room
Vaughan LibrarY
Acadia UniversitY

N

Wolfville, N.S.
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Elizabeth Bishop has been
translated and published in many
languages, including ltalian,
German, Polish, Swedish and
Poftuguese.
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Bishop herself engaged in the art
of translation in several languages,
including French, Spanish and
Portuguese.
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Michiru Oguchi's book,
Elizabeth Bishop:
Shi-Sh0 (poems),
rs the first extensive transla-

tron of Bishop's poetry into

Jacanese, Published as part
oj :"e World Poets Today senes rv'lichiru's book will open a
\.,'roi€ new readership for
Sishop's enduring art.

To obtain a copy of Michiru's book
contact:
Doyo Bijutusha Shuppan Hanbai
(Saturday Arts publications)
3-31-8 Shinjuku-ku.
Nishi-Waseda
1 69-0051, Tokyo, Japan
Tel: 03-5285-0730
Fax: 03-5285-0732

Rare and Commonplaep FlorlcrE,

Michiru Oguchi

2-3-4 Higashi-Fushimi
Nishi-Tokyo shi
202-0021 Japan
Tel & Fax: 0424-08-5662

by Carmen L, Oliveira (translated from the

Pon-g,ese by Neil K. Besner), foreword by Lroyd schwartz

/,)--'-- :':c: Ccmmonp/aac flch.cr.+aBrazilian bestseller-tells
the story of two
women' Elizabeth Bishop, the Pulitzer-Prize-winning American poet,
sought artistic inspira-

tion in Brazil, There she met and fell in love with Lota de Macedo
Soares, a self-trained
Brazilian architect. This dual biography-brilliantly researched,
and written in a lively, novelistic style-follows their relationship from 1951 to 196l,the
time when the two lived together in Brazil. The fact that these two women had
an intimate relationship caused an
uproar when it first came to public notice.
The relationship started out happily, yet ended tragically, In 1961,
Soares became
increasingly obsessed with building and administering
Flamengo park, Rio de Janeiro,s
equivalent to New York City's Central Park. Thougn ine had
blen the driving force behind
the park's inception, the ultimate credit that was due her was
stripped away because
of
petty politics and chicanery. As Soares's career
declined and Bishop's flourished, their relationship crumbled.

l?arc and Commonp/aec Flowers is a tale of two artists and two
cultures,
offering unique perspectives on both women and their work.
carmen L, oliveira provides
an unparalleled level of detail and insight, due to both her familiarity
with Brazilas well as
her access to the country's artistic elite, many of whom had
a direciconnection with Bishop
and Soares, Rare pictures of the two artists and their home
bring this unique story to life.
Carmen L' Oliveira is a Brazilian novelist. Neil K, Besnir is a proiessor
in th;
English department at the university of Winnipeg,in Canada.
200 pp.,'ig b & w illus., Cloth,
$26.00T, 0-8 1 35-3039-4, February, Rutgers Unlversity press F : gggl47 1-901
4:
rutgerspress. rutge rs.edu

"A white-haired woman with sad

eyes rereads the first two lines of
a poem that she has been trying,
interminably, to finish:
'Of course I may be remembering it all wrong

After, after-how many years?'
"She looks out the window at a
beautiful view of the port. There's
little movement on the docks. On
one of the walls of the room, the
scowling face with blue eyes and
horns bares its teeth. In every
corner, piles of books.
"After how many years,
in fact?

ber, 1951

It

was in 1951. Novem-

.

Twenty-seven years

agol

",., Dear friend, sit down.
The story is long, and sad."
Rare and Commonplace

-from

Flowers

Pagc
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The Sanger Years
Peter was the newsletter's first' and has
"one
been ever since, its only Editor' The
and only" is an attribute reserved for few'
But, as members of that founding group' we
cannot recall that any other decision was
even considered as each of us took up our
and
appointed roles. Peter was to be Editor
ttrit was itt In part-and here we must acknowledge the work of the Nova Scotia Agriculturai College and the Department of

Murphy-this
inevitability was due to his knowledge of
how such a newsletter could be produced'
However, "how" doesn't make much sense
without a "why." And surely, what is remarkable about the Sanger approach is that

Humanities Secr etary, Sandra

issue that
there was always a reason for each

went well beyond the usual notion of a
newsletter. Discover), critical acumen' inindustrious burrowing, not to forget the
his
trepid integrity of a man who stuck to
given
any
grrrrr, u." th" characteristics of
in
3urrg", edition. As Brian Robinson said
General
tris Urief remarks at the Annual
Meeting, "hs will be a hard act to follow'"
Well that cannot be the case because' obvi-

you'
ously, no one will even try' So thank
guidPetei, for your tenacity and the careful
all durance that you gave (your gift) to us
you
ing this more than incipient period when
undertook so much.
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